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The Real Cube
The Kabbalah Cube was stolen from Pythagoreanism, which, from the mythos was the spiritual
knowledge of Egypt and the Vedic east.
The Cube is the four corners of the human body, with the World Tree being within placed as the
octahedron within the cube. The spheres of the World Tree, the lower face the seven are placed
along the middle pillar (the spine) and each sphere is related to a Planetary Square. The spheres are
this shape within the cube as the “sphere” is the symbol of Spirit and the “cube” [the body] what
Contains the spirit in this realm.
The two are needed to manifest.
The Greek Alphabet (Alpha - Omega), which the Greek spiritual system was based on, and where
this was all corrupted from is where we have to look to understand this.
The letters of the seven vowels are for the seven chakras.
The vowels are given the sphere-shape as they represent Spirit. And within this there are 12 letters
that represent the 12 signs of the Zodiac.
The cube is the symbol of the Zodiac, all the planets and elements.....With Earth at the centre of the
Zodiac.
The alphabet is based on the energies of such.
The remaining five letters of the Greek alphabet are the five elements. These are all placed before
the Throne of God [Zeus] in the Greek System. The throne is the cube. This is the human as the
microcosm of the Zodiac.
The 12 letters are vibrated into the parts of the body which relate to the Zodiac to open them up.
With the seven main vowels, and their letters, also being used on the chakras to activate them.
Each letter has a longer God-name of the letter which plays into this, as well.
This is the sequence for opening the entire soul and uniting it with the body.
The sphere and the square together.
The other part of this is; the cube shows how to draw energy down from the crown to the root
chakra in order to manifest a working into the material realm.
This is the pyramid of the Greek sigils with the seven vowels along each level.
This is why the cube of Saturn holds the geometry for all the other planet squares.
Further note; the 19th letter of Hebrew “Kuf” is also spelled “Qoph”, “Koph”. The reason the
spelling of this has been confused is it’s stolen from ‘Koph’, which is the name of the Goddess
Virgo in Greek, and Koph is the name of the constellation of Virgo in Greek for this reason.
Just as Tet is stolen and corrupted from the letter Thoth.
The enemy stole and corrupted this drastically in order to damn humanity.
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